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Abstract
The influence of the nuclear medium on lepto-production of hadrons was studied in semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering off several nuclear targets. In particular, at the HERMES experiment at DESY, the differential multiplicity for krypton relative to that of deuterium has been measured for the first time for various identified hadrons (π⁺, π⁻, π⁰, K⁺, K⁻, p and anti-p) as a function of the virtual photon energy ν, the fraction z of this energy transferred to the hadron, and the hadron transverse momentum squared p_t². The distribution of the hadron transverse momentum is broadened towards high p_t² in the nuclear medium, in a manner resembling the Cronin effect previously observed in collisions of heavy ions and protons with nuclei. Moreover, by studying the hadron attenuation of the leading and sub-leading hadrons, it will be shown, for the first time, an additional tool for studying modifications of hadronization in nuclear matter.
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INTRODUCTION
The fragmentation process can be described by fragmentation functions D_f(z), denoting the probability that a quark of flavor f produces a hadron of type h carrying a fraction z of the energy of the struck quark in the target rest frame [1]. In the nuclear medium additional soft processes may occur before the final-state hadron is completely formed influencing the hadronization process, e.g. causing a change in the quark fragmentation functions. The understanding of quark propagation in the nuclear medium is crucial for the interpretation of ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, as well as high energy proton-nucleus and lepton-nucleus interactions [2]. Quark propagation in the nuclear environment involves processes like energy loss of the propagating quarks, rescattering during the pre-hadronic formation process or interactions of the final-state hadrons within the nucleus. If the final hadron is formed inside the nucleus, the hadron can interact via the relevant hadronic interaction cross section, causing a further reduction of the hadron yield. Therefore, quark and hadron propagation in nuclei are expected to result in a modification i.e. a “softening” of the leading-hadron spectra compared to that from a free nucleon. By studying the properties of the leading-hadrons emerging from nuclei, information on the characteristic time-distance scales of hadronization can be also derived.

In-medium modification of the quark fragmentation function has been described in terms of rescattering of gluons and quarks, and of energy loss due to induced gluon radiation [6,7]. Alternatively, colorless pre-hadron rescattering in the medium has been suggested [4,8] with additional effects due to Q² rescaling [5]. Older interpretations [3] based on hadronic final-state interactions require a hadron formation length smaller than the nuclear size, which is unlikely for struck quarks boosted to energies larger than a few GeV. Although models based on some of these ideas are already in conflict with data, clearly other types of data are needed to further distinguish among these interpretations. In particular, the process of double-hadron production may be considered a tool to disentangle the inside-outside hadronization. If the absorption is the main contributor to nuclear suppression, naively one would expect the nuclear ratio for double-hadron production smaller compared to single-hadron production when this ratio is calculated on a nuclear target with respect...
to the nucleon one. On the contrary, if the energy loss is the only mechanism involved, the double-hadron over single-hadron ratio in nucleus and deuterium is expected to be equal to the unity. Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic lepton-nucleon collisions are most suitable to obtain quantitative information on the hadronization process. In contrast to hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus scattering, in deep-inelastic scattering no deconvolution of the parton distributions of the projectile and target particles is needed, so that hadron distributions and multiplicities from various nuclei can be directly related to nuclear effects in quark propagation and hadronization.

Data Analysis

The experimental results for semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering on nuclei are presented in terms of the hadron multiplicity ratio \( R_{h}^{n} \), which represents the ratio of the number of hadrons of type \( h \) produced per deep-inelastic scattering event on a nuclear target of mass \( A \) to that from a deuterium target (D). The ratio \( R_{h}^{n} \) depends on the leptonic variables \( n \) and \( Q^{2} \), which are the energy in the target rest frame and the squared four-momentum of the virtual photon respectively, and on the hadronic variables \( z = E_{h}/\nu \) and \( p_{h}^{2} \), where \( p_{h} \) is the hadron momentum component transverse to the virtual photon direction. The multiplicity ratio is defined as:

\[
R_{h}^{n}(z, \nu, p_{h}^{2}, Q^{2}) = \frac{N_{h}(z, \nu, p_{h}^{2}, Q^{2})}{N_{h}(z, \nu, Q^{2})}
\]

where \( N_{h} \) is the yield of semi-inclusive hadrons in a given \( (z, \nu, p_{h}^{2}, Q^{2}) \)-bin, and \( N_{I} \) the yield of inclusive deep-inelastic scattering leptons in the same \( (\nu, Q^{2}) \)-bin.

The results on the hadron multiplicities on krypton relative to deuterium provides the first measurements of the multiplicity ratio for identified pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons [9].

The measurements described were performed with the HERMES spectrometer [10] using the 27.6 GeV positron beam stored in the HERA ring at DESY. The hadron identification was accomplished using the information from the RICH detector, which replaced a threshold Cerenkov counter used in the previously reported measurements on \(^{14}\)N [11].

The electromagnetic calorimeter provided neutral pion identification by the detection of neutral clusters originating from the two decay photons. Scattered positrons were selected by imposing the constraints \( Q^{2}>1 \) GeV\(^2\), \( W>2 \) GeV for the invariant mass of the photon-nucleon system, and \( y=\nu/E<0.85 \) for the energy fraction of the virtual photon. Contributions from target fragmentation were suppressed by requiring \( z > 0.2 \).

The data have been corrected for radiative processes involving nuclear elastic, quasi-elastic and inelastic scattering, using the code of references [12,13]. The code of reference [13] was modified to include the measured semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering cross section. The size of the radiative corrections applied to \( R_{h}^{n} \) was found to be negligible in most of the kinematical range, with a maximum of about 7% at the highest value of \( n \), as most of the radiative contributions cancel in the multiplicity ratio.

The systematic uncertainty is reduced due to the fact that multiplicity ratios of semi-inclusive and inclusive yields are measured. To study the possibility to disentangle between the energy loss and absorption mechanism, the following double ratio for leading and sub-leading hadrons has been considered:

\[
R_{2h}(z_{1}) = \frac{\frac{dN_{h}(z_{1})}{dz_{1}}}{\frac{dN_{h}(z_{2})}{dz_{2}}}
\]

The values \( z_{1} \) and \( z_{2} \) correspond to the leading (largest \( z \)) and sub-leading (second largest \( z \)) hadrons, respectively. The quantity \( dN_{h}(z_{1})/dz_{1} \) is the number of events with at least two detected hadrons in a bin of width \( dz_{1} \), at \( z_{1} \) with \( z_{1} > 0.5 \). The quantity \( dN_{h}(z_{2})/dz_{2} \) is the number of events with at least one detected hadron with \( z > 0.5 \). The label A(D) indicates that the term is calculated for a nuclear (deuterium) target.

Two methods of double-hadron event selection were used. Selection I contains only the combinations of hadron charges (leading-subleading) ++, --, +0, -0, -0, -0. This suppresses the contributions from \( \rho^{0} \rightarrow \pi^{+} \pi^{-} \) decay because the + and ++ combinations are missing. Moreover, in the Lund string model, the exclusion of the opposite-charge combinations enhances the rank-1 (leading) plus rank-3 (sub-leading) combination. The higher the particle rank, the more likely it is formed deep inside the nucleus, and the corresponding hadron absorption should be larger. Selection II contains all particle charge combinations. Here, the sub-leading hadron is mainly of rank-2 and the contribution from \( \rho^{0} \) decay is larger.

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS

The multiplicity ratio has been determined as a function of either \( z, \nu \) or \( p_{h}^{2} \), while integrating over all other kinematical variables. In figure 1-left the multiplicity ratios for all charged hadrons with \( z > 0.2 \) are presented as a function of \( \nu \) together
with data of previous experiments on nuclei of similar size. In the top panel the HERMES data on Kr are compared with the SLAC [14] and CERN [15] data for Cu. In the lower panel the reevaluated HERMES data on $^{14}$N are displayed together with data on $^{12}$C [15]. The HERMES data for $R_m^h$ are observed to increase with increasing $v$, roughly approaching the EMC results at higher values of $v$. The discrepancy with the SLAC data is partially due to the fact that semi-inclusive cross section ratios were measured at SLAC instead of multiplicity ratios. Thus no corrections in the SLAC data were made for the target-mass dependence of the inclusive deep-inelastic scattering cross section, as discussed in [17].

A stronger attenuation is observed for Kr than for $^{14}$N, the average ratios and the total experimental uncertainties being $R_m^h=0.802 \pm 0.021$ and $R_m^h=0.954 \pm 0.023$, respectively.

Figure 1-right shows the dependence on $z$ of the same multiplicity ratios for $n > 7$ GeV. This figure includes the region $z < 0.2$, which contains contributions from both target fragmentation hadrons and leading hadrons decelerated in nuclear re-scattering.

The measured $v$- and $z$-dependences for both krypton and nitrogen are compared to several model calculations. In reference [5] the nuclear modification of hadron production in deep-inelastic scattering is described as a rescaling of the quark fragmentation functions, supplemented by nuclear absorption. In reference [7] nuclear modification of the quark fragmentation process in deep-inelastic scattering has been evaluated taking into account multiple parton scattering and induced energy loss in the medium.

For the first time the $z$- and $v$-dependences of the multiplicity ratio were also studied for identified neutral and charged pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons, as shown in figure 2. The results for all identified hadrons are compared to the calculations of reference [4].

The results presented in figure 2 show that the multiplicity ratios for positive and negative pions are similar and consistent with the multiplicity ratio for neutral pions. However, $R_m^h$ for positive kaons is significantly larger. An even larger difference is observed between protons and their antiparticles compared to the meson case. It has been suggested [7] that the observed differences in $R_m^h$ can be attributed to the mixing of quark and gluon fragmentation functions.

This mixing gives a different modification of the quark and antiquark fragmentation functions in nuclei, thus leading to a more significant...
The observed differences in the multiplicity ratios can also be interpreted in terms of different formation times of baryons and mesons [16], or in terms of different hadron-nucleon interaction cross sections. While this cross section is similar for positive and negative pions, it is larger for negative kaons as compared to positive kaons, and even larger for antiprotons than protons, in qualitative agreement with the trend shown by the data.

The $p_t$ distribution of the observed hadrons is expected to be broadened on a nuclear target compared to a proton target due to multiple scattering of the propagating quark and hadron.

This effect is known as the Cronin effect [17] and has previously been observed in heavy-ion and hadron-nucleus induced reactions. A nuclear enhancement at high $p_t^2$ is also observed in the HERMES data as shown in figure 3 both for $^{14}$N and Kr nuclei. In this plot the EMC [15] data on Cu which cover a different $\nu$-range, $10^3<\nu<80$ GeV, are also displayed. The data for $p_t^2<0.7$ GeV$^2$ show the attenuation previously discussed, while the data for $p_t^2>0.7$ GeV$^2$ reflect the $p_t$-broadening ascribed to multiple scattering effects. This effect is similar to the one reported for proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions [18] but is smaller in magnitude. The enhancement is also predicted to occur at a $p_t$-scale of about 1-2 GeV [19-20], in agreement with the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering data shown in figure 3. The HERMES data may help to interpret the new relativistic heavy-ion results from SPS [21] and RHIC [22], which show a weaker $p_t$ enhancement than expected from the original Cronin effect, due to the fact that, in the first, only Final State Interactions can contribute.

Figure 4 shows the double ratio $R_{zh}$ as a function of $z$ for Selection I only [23]. $R_{zh}$ is generally below unity with no significant difference between the three nuclei. These data clearly show that the nuclear effect in the double-hadron ratio is much smaller than for the single-hadron attenuation measured under the same kinematic conditions [1,9]. For $z<0.1$, where $R_{zh}$ rises towards and possibly above 1, the slow hadrons originate largely from target fragmentation [4]. Also for $z>0.4$, where the two hadrons have similar energy, $R_{zh}$ seems to rise towards unity. Figure 4 (upper panel) shows calculations based on a PYTHIA event generator with a fully coupled-channel treatment of final-state interactions by means of a BUU transport model [4]. In this model, the fragmentation function is modified by pre-hadron interactions and rescattering in the medium. Although the general trend of the data is

---

**Figure 2.** Multiplicity ratios, measure at HERMES [9], for identified pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons from a Ne (left) and Kr target (right) as a function of $v$ and $z$. The blue curves represent a calculation [4] for the pre-hadronic cross section and a formation time $t_f=0.5$ fm/c, while the red curves represent the same calculation with a purely absorptive treatment of the Final State Interactions.
Figure 3. Multiplicity ratio for charged hadrons versus $p_t^2$ for $\nu > 7$ GeV and $z > 0.2$. The HERMES data on Kr and $^{14}$N are compared to the EMC [15] data for Cu taken in the range $10 < \nu < 80$ GeV. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties, while the systematic uncertainty for Kr ($^{10}$N) is shown as the lower (upper) band.

Figure 4. The ratio $R_{2h}$ as a function of $z_2$ for $^{14}$N (squares), Kr (circles) and Xe (triangles) with $z_1 > 0.5$. Only Selection I was considered. The systematical uncertainty is 2% for all the targets and is independent of $z_2$. In the upper panel the curves (solid for $^{14}$N, dashed for Kr, dotted for Xe) are calculated within a BUU transport model [4]. In the bottom panel the same data are shown with calculations that assume only absorption for the three nuclei (same line types as in the upper plot) [4].
reproduced, the model predicts an effect twice as large for xenon and krypton as for nitrogen above \( z_2 = 0.1 \), which is not supported by the data. Figure 4 (bottom panel) shows the same data compared to a calculation with a purely absorptive treatment of the interaction of the pre-hadronic or the final hadronic states. The data rule out this assumption [4].

CONCLUSION

The multiplicities of charged hadrons and of identified pions, kaons, protons and antiprotons on various nuclei relative to deuterium were measured for the first time. The data show that the multiplicity ratio \( R_{n}^{h} \) is reduced at low \( n \) and high \( z \). Different multiplicity ratios were observed for various hadrons. In contrast to the similarity between positive and negative pions, a significant difference in \( R_{n}^{h} \) is found between positive and negative kaons and a larger difference between protons and antiprotons. The different results for various hadrons may reflect differences in the modification of quark and antiquark fragmentation functions and/or in the hadron nucleon interaction cross sections. The hadron multiplicity is observed to be enhanced at high \( p_T^2 \) in the nuclear medium, showing evidence of the Cronin effect in deep-inelastic scattering process. This effect is similar to the one observed in hadron nucleus scattering, with a rise of \( R_{n}^{h} \) to values above unity for \( p_T^2 > 1 \) GeV\(^2\). The ratio of double- to single-hadron yields from nuclear targets compared to deuterium are similar for atomic mass numbers \( A = 14, 84 \) and 131, as a function of the relative energy of the sub-leading hadron. The data do not support naive expectations for pre-hadronic and hadronic final-state interactions that are purely absorptive. Models that interpret modifications to fragmentation as being due to pre-hadronic scattering or partonic energy loss are also inconsistent with the data. Like measurements in heavy-ion collisions, the double-hadron observables in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering provide new information for differentiating between models of hadronization in nuclei that are indistinguishable in single-hadron measurements.
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